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Kyden is the top ranked gladiator in the Five
Systems but he’s hardly there by choice.
Unscrupulous guards faked his death in the
lab where he was created and sold him into
slavery in the galaxy’s hinterlands. He has
no idea where his home is or how many years
have passed since he was condemned to a life
of endless combat. Kill or be killed is the
rule and a Badari never gives up. He’ll fight
to stay alive until the Badari goddess sees
fit to decree his death. Elara Vasclavian is
the daughter of a senator, as far removed
from the life of a gladiator as a noblewoman
can be until through the machinations of a
political enemy, she ends up in terrible
jeopardy. Abducted and given to a group of
drunken gladiators for their amusement the
night before the games, Elara vows to put up
a fight but there’s no real hope of saving
herself. Until Kyden steps in, responding to
the goddess’s commandment to protect those
who are smaller and weaker. And discovers
she’s his fated mate. Rescued, Elara returns
to her life of privilege but she can’t forget
the man who saved her life. The gulf between
their places in the Five Systems is
unbridgeable, no matter how much Kyden longs
for even a glimpse of her in the arena
audience. No matter how much she feels the
pull to be by his side. As matters stand,
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they cannot be together… Or can they? KYDEN
is the first book in a new series, spun off
from my ongoing Badari Warriors series. Kyden
is a Generation Five Badari whereas the main
characters in the long running series are
from a later time and are Generation Eight.
This new series stands alone and you don’t
have to have read any of the other books to
enjoy this one. I couldn’t resist the
temptation to tell a few other Badari
stories, set in the galaxy’s Hinterlands, and
who can resist gladiators?
A medieval world, a expert in 21st Century
Guerrilla Warfare. What would happen if the
two combine? Something dark is brewing on a
planet far across dimensions, threatening to
eat its way through the thin boundaries of
time and space. On the planet Corvalis, just
as war is near, the gods send a champion to
defend the lands from evil. A simple man from
Earth, John is selected to inhabit the body
of a warrior of this strange new world, in
the hopes that he might guide kingdoms to not
only victory, but also the survival of
multiple races. He is the gods' champion, and
his arrival signals the precursor to a great
unknown conflict. The Korath. The Illian. The
Wolven. The Dark Ones. Kingdoms of different
cultures and species clash as they struggle
to learn about this new champion, and prepare
for the coming conflict. But John soon
discovers that the gods do not always work
together. Soon more champions arrive, and the
inhabitants of Corvalis grow concerned. There
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has never been more than one champion. Ever.
As the kingdoms wonder what disaster awaits
them, fear grips the world, as tension
mounts. But John will not permit total
annihilation to overcome the inhabitants of
Corvalis for one very good reason. There is a
United States Marines with a bad attitude,
and no mercy, about to open up one huge can
of whoop ass on their foes and the enemy
doesn't stand a chance. Because Marines are
always faithful! Approximately 87,000 words.
Professionally edited by Bill De Herder:
Author of Creative Wordsmithing.
Welcome to the story of the greatest
interstellar cruise liner disaster of all
time (“Titanic in Space” as the Galaxy
Express Blog termed it), one small group of
survivors and what befell them in later
years, as told in three novels. This box set
gathers three of Veronica Scott’s award
winning science fiction novels into one
collection. Please note each novel has been
previously published on its own and all can
be read as standalone tales. WRECK OF THE
NEBULA DREAM: Traveling unexpectedly aboard
the luxury liner Nebula Dream on its maiden
voyage across the galaxy, Sectors Special
Forces Captain Nick Jameson is ready for ten
relaxing days, and hoping to forget his last
disastrous mission behind enemy lines. He
figures he’ll gamble at the casino, take in
the shows, maybe even have a shipboard fling
with Mara Lyrae, the beautiful but reserved
businesswoman he meets. All his plans
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vaporize when the ship suffers a wreck of
Titanic proportions. Captain and crew abandon
ship, leaving the 8000 passengers stranded
without enough lifeboats and drifting unarmed
in enemy territory. (This novel was loosely
inspired by the events of the 1912 sinking of
the Titanic on Earth but set in the far
future, in space.) STAR SURVIVOR: The
survivors of a terrible wreck meet again—but
this time only one can survive. The longawaited sequel to The Wreck of the Nebula
Dream…They survived an iconic spaceship wreck
together. She never expected to see him again
… especially not armed to kill her. Twilka
Zabour is an interstellar celebrity. She
built on her notoriety as a carefree
Socialite who survived the terrible wreck of
the Nebula Dream, and launched a successful
design house. But now the man who gave
meaning to her life, then left her, is
back–this time for the worst of reasons. Will
he kill her … or help her survive? D’nvannae
Brother Khevan survived the Nebula Dream in
the company of a lovely, warm woman, only to
be pulled away from her, back into his
solitary life in the service of the Red Lady.
Now Twilka’s within his reach again–for all
the wrong reasons. Khevan will do everything
within his power to discover why Twilka has
been targeted for assassination, and to save
her. But Khevan is not Twilka’s only pursuer.
Will allies Nick and Mara Jameson arrive in
time to aid the couple, or will Khevan and
Twilka’s ingenuity be all that stands between
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them and death? STAR CRUISE RETURN VOYAGE:
Gianna Nadenoft is a reclusive survivor of
one of the worst interstellar cruise ship
disasters in the history of the Sectors. Now
a renowned artist, she hasn’t left her home
planet in decades, not since returning there
after the wreck as a traumatized three year
old. With her service animal at her side,
she’s going to make the effort to travel
across the star systems to attend her
brother’s wedding and reunite with her fellow
survivors. Trevor Hanson is a security
officer aboard the cruise liner Nebula Zephyr
with his own traumatic past as a former
Special Forces soldier and prisoner of war.
He’s assigned to provide personal protection
to Gianna during her time aboard the ship but
soon finds his interest turning from
professional to romantic. The two share more
in common than either of them realizes and
their attraction grows as the voyage
continues. But powerful enemies including a
conspiracy theory-obsessed fellow passenger
and sinister individuals with hostile
intentions are watching Gianna and making
plans to seize this rare opportunity to gain
access to her and the secrets they believe
she’s still keeping about the wreck. Can
Trevor overcome his personal demons and rise
to the occasion to save Gianna from the
danger waiting on his ship? Or will she slip
through his fingers and suffer a terrible
fate deferred from the day her last voyage
came to a disastrous end? OTHER STAR CRUISE
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TITLES (in general reading order): Star
Cruise Marooned Star Cruise Outbreak Star
Cruise Stowaway Star Cruise Songbird Star
Cruise Mystery Dancer Star Cruise Idol’s
Curse
When she came to Haven Two Dr. Saffia Mandell
expected to grimly do her five years of
medical service as the colony’s only doctor,
work off her medical school debt and leave.
Then she’d fallen in love, handled an
epidemic and become an accepted member of the
community. Now, in her second year, she faces
new challenges as the tinder dry planet heads
into a fire season and a mysterious food
allergy threatens the local restaurant’s
reputation. Chief Ranger Micah Navonn of the
Calinurra never expected to fall in love with
a human woman but Saffia was a special person
who captured his heart and now means
everything to him. Not all of his people are
as enthusiastic about the situation and his
efforts to handle the politics are getting
complicated. Add to that an infestation by
insects from another world, causing portions
of the forest to die off and his plate is
full. When the jet stream shifts course and
the fires rage, will the colonists and the
Calinurra set aside their differences? With
Saffia’s life hanging in the balance, can
Micah arrive in time to save her and the
colonists in jeopardy? Life on Haven Two
never lets up… This is the sequel to COLONY
UNDER SIEGE: INTERSTELLAR VIRUS, which told
the story of Saffia’s first year at the
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colony, but can be read as a standalone. The
story is set in my Sectors scifi universe.
A Badari Warriors Novella
RENNYR
Galaxy Alien Warriors Box Set
Volume 1
Star Cruise Return Voyage

WINNER -- Best Military Book -- 2013 Next
Generation Indie Book Awards WINNER -- Gold
Medal for Historical Fiction / War -- 2013 Stars &
Flags Book Awards Finalist -- First Novel -- 2013
Next Generation Indie Book Awards "Centerline is
a thrilling, high-action page-turner that captures a
story many Americans fail to appreciate-the
sacrifices of our armed forces, their families, and
the medical teams who support them. The tactical
flight operations, ground combat scenes, and
medical emergencies are real-not Hollywood-and
the stories of wounded warriors and those waiting
at home are unforgettable." - General Bill Begert,
USAF (Ret), Former Commander, Pacific Air
Forces Centerline tells the arresting story of the
last leg of an emotional journey through the eyes
of wounded warriors, crew, and medical
caregivers making the trip home from military
hospitals just before Christmas at the height of the
surge in Iraq. Air Evac 1492 is the collective Air
Force call sign for the flight. But each person on
board has an individual story of hopes, dreams,
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fears, and regrets as the aircraft wings its human
cargo through bad weather, flashbacks, and in
flight emergencies. "Everybody who goes to war
gets shot," one soldier says. "Some in the body.
Some in the head. Some in the heart." This
inspiring debut novel by Dave McIntyre (Ret COL
USA) combines compelling technical descriptions
of flying, combat, and medical care in-flight to
drive the story through a rollercoaster ride of
emotions as thirty-one "souls on board" travel
through pain, loss, a killer storm, and the demons
of the past to make it home for Christmas. Some
travelers will fall short of the runway. And some
will find the beacon that leads them home-back to
the centerline.
She must betray his trust to achieve her mission.
But fooling an alien warrior comes with a price. A
guest of the Lathar, Jane hasn’t forgotten she’s a
hard as nails marine. Tasked with finding a way to
beat the technologically-advanced aliens, she
needs to find answers for her superiors... before
they arm the nukes and doom the human race. Just
one problem. A scarily-sexy alpha male alien
warrior with long hair and a sexy growl. He wants
her for his mate and time is running out. Both to
get the intel she needs, and to stay out of his bed.
Because once he gets her there, she knows she’ll
never want to leave... A beautiful stowaway is the
last thing he needs, but everything he’s ever
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wanted. Karryl has wanted Jane from the moment
he saw her. The human soldier is feisty and
dangerous, everything he wants in a female. He
knows she desires him, but she resists his claim.
Called away on a mission into a dangerous part of
space, an unexpected stowaway puts a crimp in his
plans. Ego says she followed him, sense says she’s
a spy. He’ll finish his mission and get her back to
the safety of Lathar Prime. He’ll make her body
burn in his bed, get the truth out of her… and
claim her as his mate. But no plan survives contact
with the enemy. They must contend with a crash
landing, a case of amnesia, and an enemy who
think it would be better if Karryl took a long walk
out of a short airlock… Keywords: alien mate
romance, alien romance, space books for adults,
sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi romance, sci fi adventure,
sci fi series, space marine, alien warrior, Alpha
Male
**This is a boxed set of the first four Warriors of
the Lathar books. If you own these titles
individually, DO NOT purchase this book.** Earth
girls might be popular...but they're definitely not
easy. Alien Lord’s Captive - Sergeant Cat Moore
has a big problem. Namely a big, sexy alien lord
she’s give a bad case of the mating marks…
Claiming her Alien Warrior - In a race against the
clock, Major Jane Allen must betray Karryl’s trust
to achieve her mission… But fooling an alien
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warrior comes with a price. Pregnant by the Alien
Healer - Jess is pregnant without nookie. Worse,
there’s a bunch of fanatics loose in the palace
trying to kill her and her baby… Not. Happening.
Alien Healer’s Baby - Laarn’s about to become a
daddy. The first female child born for a generation.
He’s studied childbirth, he’s confident that he has
everything planned. Unfortunately, as any human
woman could tell him, having a baby doesn’t
always go to plan… Genre: Science Fiction
Romance, Scifi Romance, Alien Invasion romance,
Alien romance, Alien warrior romance, Alien hero,
alien soldier, Alien Warrior, military women, scifi
suspense romance
Dr. Megan Garrison, mate to the Badari Warrior
pack’s senior enforcer Mateer, is perilously close
to the due date of their baby when she’s kidnapped
by human malcontents in Sanctuary Valley. The
kidnappers threaten to harm her and intend to
ransom the half human-half Badari child to the evil
Khagrish scientists in return for their own lives.
Mateer and his fellow Badari launch a desperate
effort to save his mate and child but the situation
is made more complicated as Megan goes into
labor. Can they rescue her in time to save mother
and child? A 25K word novella… Genetically
engineered soldiers of the far future, the Badari
were created by alien enemies to fight humans.
But then the scientists kidnapped an entire human
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colony from the Sectors to use as subjects in
twisted experiments…the Badari and the humans
made common cause, rebelled and escaped the
labs. Now they live side by side in a sanctuary
valley protected by a powerful Artificial
Intelligence, and wage unceasing war on the
aliens. This is the ninth book in the Badari
Warriors world (and the eighth book in the
numbered series) and each novel has a satisfying
Happy for Now ending for the hero and heroine,
not a cliffhanger. Some overarching issues do
remain unresolved in each book since this is an
ongoing series but romance always wins the day in
my novels! BADARI WARRIORS Timeline: AYDARR
MATEER TIMTUR JADRIAN DARIK GABE KIERCE
CAMRON BADARI WARRIOR’S BABY: MEGAN
AND MATEER
Alien Warrior's Devotion
Return of Dancer of the Nile
Jamokan
Warrior Mums
Tratus
Alien Sentinel's Mate
Reede’s people sent him to the Sectors on a
desperate mission to beg for help against
overwhelming odds in their battle to destroy the
alien scientists who created them centuries ago. He
knew the task wasn’t going to be easy but as a
Badari Warrior, he vowed to do his best. When he’s
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arrested by the border patrol and thrown in the
brig, things go from bad to worse. He faces difficult
choices ahead and unimaginable obstacles to
making his case to the authorities for help. Fallyn is
Reede’s human fated mate but also the active duty
military scout who guided him to the Sectors from
his own planet. Reede’s choices after his arrest put
her in a difficult spot and his actions threaten their
mate bond. Will she give up her career to help him
and the Badari succeed in making a treaty with the
Sectors? The desperate attempt to find new allies
takes Reede and Fallyn on a wild set of adventures
across the sprawling interstellar Sectors civilization
and places them, their friends and their love in
harm’s way. Author’s Note: REEDE’S MISSION TO
THE SECTORS is the 18th book in the Badari
Warriors world (the fifteenth in the numbered main
series) and each novel or novella has a satisfying
Happy for Now ending for the hero and heroine, not
a cliffhanger. Genetically engineered soldiers of the
far future, the Badari were created by alien
enemies to fight humans. The scientists kidnapped
an entire human colony from the Sectors to use as
subjects in twisted experiments…the Badari packs
and the humans made common cause, rebelled
and escaped the labs. Now they live side by side in
a sanctuary valley protected by a powerful Artificial
Intelligence, and wage unceasing war on the aliens.
Some overarching issues do remain unresolved in
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each book since this is an ongoing series but
romance always wins the day in my novels! This
book is the direct sequel to REEDE but can be read
as a standalone. Mild spoilers for REEDE. BADARI
WARRIORS Timeline: AYDARR MATEER TIMTUR (IN
THE STARS ROMANCE) JADRIAN DARIK GABE
KIERCE CAMRON BADARI WARRIOR’S BABY: MEGAN
AND MATEER REEDE DAEGAN LANDON
HONEYMOON FOR THE ALPHA IVOKK JAMOKAN
HOLIDAY FOR THE ALPHA TRATUS REEDE’S
MISSION TO THE SECTORS
Go to earth. Find a woman. Bring her back.
Simple.The Emperor's Shadow, Xaandryn, is not a
warrior. He's something else, whatever else, the
Emperor needs him to be. An assassin, and, it
seems… now he's a delivery boy. Sent to earth to
retrieve the Lady Jessica's sick sister, he's
anticipating an easy trip and, if he spends a little
time getting to know the local culture… well, that's
just a perk of the job. Right?Human women though
are endlessly fascinating, especially Jac Wright, the
sick lady's nurse. He'd thought the warriors who'd
fallen for human women had defective genes, that
there was something wrong in their makeup that
allowed them to fall prey to their human mates. But
Jac is… something else. Tiny. Delicate.
Beautiful.When his mission goes sideways, and an
attack puts a couple of them in danger, he escapes
earth with not one, but two human women in his
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care. After all… she's only one tiny little woman.
What could possibly go wrong?Apparently…
everything.He's hot. Gorgeous. And a total
liar...When the hot 'doctor' who arrives to see her
sick charge, Jac wright knows he's not on the level.
No doctor looks the way Rynn does… hot, ripped
and panty-wettingly gorgeous… not unless they're
on primetime TV. Then the shit hits the fan, aliens
attack and she finds herself on an alien ship with
her charge frozen into a giant blue popsicle.What's
a girl to do? Kiss the hot alien, then knock him out
of course. The problem is, she can't drive a car,
never mind fly an alien spaceship. Which is a
problem when other, bad aliens board the ship…
with an assassin on side though, breaking out of an
alien brig is child's play, but comes with a price:
Rynn's trust.But once on Lathar Prime her lover
seems less than interested in bringing their
relationship into the light of day. Will he realise
what she's offering, or will Jac be forced to go to
extreme measures to claim her alien assassin's
heart?This is the fifth story in the Warriors of the
Lathar Series:1 - Alien Lord's Captive2 - Claiming
her Alien Warrior3 - Pregnant by the Alien Healer4 Alien Healer's Baby (Slice of Life story)5 - Adored
by the Alien Assassin
This book is a re-release of STAR CRUISE RETURN
VOYAGE, which was in the Pets in Space® 5
anthology. No new material has been added.
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Gianna Nadenoft is a reclusive survivor of one of
the worst interstellar cruise ship disasters in the
history of the Sectors. Now a renowned artist, she
hasn’t left her home planet in decades, not since
returning there after the wreck as a traumatized
three year old. With her service animal at her side,
she’s going to make the effort to travel across the
star systems to attend her brother’s wedding and
reunite with her fellow survivors. Trevor Hanson is
a security officer aboard the cruise liner Nebula
Zephyr with his own traumatic past as a former
Special Forces soldier and prisoner of war. He’s
assigned to provide personal protection to Gianna
during her time aboard the ship but soon finds his
interest turning from professional to romantic. The
two share more in common than either of them
realizes and their attraction grows as the voyage
continues. But powerful enemies including a
conspiracy theory-obsessed fellow passenger and
sinister individuals with hostile intentions are
watching Gianna and making plans to seize this
rare opportunity to gain access to her and the
secrets they believe she’s still keeping about the
wreck. Can Trevor overcome his personal demons
and rise to the occasion to save Gianna from the
danger waiting on his ship? Or will she slip through
his fingers and suffer a terrible fate deferred from
the day her last voyage came to a disastrous end?
She’s pregnant without nookie. Someone lied to her
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about the birds and the bees. Being kidnapped by
aliens isn’t so bad, especially as it allows Jess to be
close to a certain handsome healer. She thinks he’s
more interested in his tests and her genetic code
than in her as a woman, until a hot encounter
proves just how wrong she was. When Laarn is
called away to the battlefield, she gets treatment
from the automated systems in his lab. Buttonmashing alien tech? Not a good idea. Now she’s
pregnant without a sniff of between the sheets
action. What’s worse, there’s a bunch of fanatics
loose in the palace trying to kill her and her baby…
Duty or desire. He can’t have both... Laarn’s scars
mark his rank as the best healer in the empire, but
Jessica, the beautiful human female who holds his
interest, won’t even look at them. He wants her,
but his duty lies in saving his people. Until
everything changes. A lost strand of DNA in the
human code, hidden in Jess’s genetic material,
could mean a cure. She’s the key to the lathar’s
future, and his own. Between a pregnancy, mating
marks, and a fanatic out to kill the woman he loves,
can Laarn remain detached enough to do his duty…
or will he give into emotion and save his heart?
Keywords: alien mate romance, alien romance,
space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi
romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, space
marine, alien warrior, alien baby book
Nebula Dream Trilogy
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The God Warriors
Centerline
A Badari Warriors SciFi Romance Novel
The Sacred Fire of the Phoenix
A Steamy Scifi Alien Romance
Newly graduated from a prestigious interstellar
medical school, Dr. Saffia Mandell has been assigned
to the Haven Two colony on the galaxy’s outer rim as
the only doctor for some 2000 human residents. She’s
counting the days until her five years there is up,
trying to adjust to rural living after life in the crowded
Inner Sectors and fighting her attraction to Chief
Ranger Micah Navonn. She’s dreading the upcoming
tourist season when the rich and pampered will
descend on the planet for the scenic wonders and novel
sports opportunities and no doubt inundate her little
clinic but the colony depends on the seasonal income to
survive. As the senior official for his people, the
Calinurra, the indigenous inhabitants of Haven Two,
Micah enforces the treaty, regulates the tourist
permits, patrols the forests and resists his fascination
with Dr. Mandell. He never expected to be involved
with a human woman and doesn’t want to believe in
the concept of a fated mate. He wants to keep his life
simple and isn’t ready for any long term commitment.
Besides Saffia keeps proclaiming she’ll be leaving
when her appointment is up in four and a half years so
why should he risk his heart? Then a ship arrives
unexpectedly carrying a very ill little girl and soon the
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deadly virus is spreading through Haven Two. The
colony authorities are desperate to cover up the
problem to preserve the all-important tourist season
and Saffia and Micah have to work together to battle
the outbreak, the local administration and their
undeniable feelings for each other. Can the colony
survive? And will Micah and Saffia be able to move
past their fears about entanglements to act on the
mutual attraction? An 87K word novel set in the far
future...
This is a lightly re-edited version of the previously
released novel. No new scenes were added. Egypt, 1500
BCE Adopted brother to Pharaoh, warrior Khenet is
fiercely loyal and willing to undertake any mission, no
matter how dangerous. Assigned as the bodyguard to
Lady Tiya while she travels down the Nile to an
arranged marriage with a provincial ruler, he soon
finds himself caught between the gods of Egypt, the
black magic of an enemy and undeniable feelings for
the lady in question. Chosen by the goddess Nephthys
to assist in a scheme to defeat the sorcerer, Tiya knows
she’s going to die but has been promised immediate
entry to the fabled afterlife. During the river voyage,
she discovers powerful reasons to regret her choices,
including her growing love for Khenet. Life has never
seemed so precious and her fate so bitter. Forbidden
by the goddess to tell Khenet the truth about his own
destined role in the battle against the forces of black
magic, Tiya desperately seeks a way to save the man
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who has come to mean to much to her. Can these two
successfully circumvent the goddess’s plot while still
working to save Egypt from the scheming enemy? Will
their love be strong enough to bring them through the
danger and let them find a future in this life together?
This is a connected series. Warrior of the Nile can be
read as a standalone. GODS OF EGYPT
SUGGESTED READING ORDER: Priestess of the
Nile Warrior of the Nile Dancer of the Nile Magic of
the Nile Ghost of the Nile Healer of the Nile Lady of
the Nile Song of the Nile Return of Dancer of the Nile
Laarn, Lord Healer of the Lathar, is about to become
something unique among his people. He's about to
become a father… of a little girl. The first female child
born for a generation. He's studied childbirth, he's
confident that he has everything
planned.Unfortunately, as any human woman could
tell him, having a baby doesn't always go to plan…This
short story is set in the WARRIORS OF THE
LATHAR world and is not a stand alone. It should be
read after PREGNANT BY THE ALIEN HEALER
and is a little bite of life story for those who fell in love
with the Lathar and their mates.
They never expected the danger and trouble they’d
meet from both humans and their own kind. But
maybe they can discover happiness on Earth… if they
find love. Dive into this award-winning, sexy alien
series today! INCLUDES: THE LIGHT WITHIN ME
FINDING FAITH REBORN DESTINY'S SHIFT
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TANGLED FATES THE DREAM WALKER
Holiday for the Alpha
Claiming Her Alien Warrior
Warriors of the Lathar
A Novel about Wounded Warriors Coming Home
Colony on Fire Haven Colony Book Two
Badari Warrior's Baby
Daegan, the Alpha of the South Seas pack, is under a
lot of stress and a near disaster in the sanctuary
valley pushes him to a breaking point. Flo, his exmercenary human mate, knows he needs rest and
relaxation but what kind of a holiday can a Badari
Warrior take? She thinks she’s found a solution
extreme enough to satisfy even her intense mate if
she can just get him to agree to step away from his
duties for a few days. Will Daegan agree to the idea?
This is the sixteenth book in the Badari Warriors
world and each novel or novella has a satisfying
Happy for Now ending for the hero and heroine, not a
cliffhanger. Genetically engineered soldiers of the far
future, the Badari were created by alien enemies to
fight humans. But then the scientists kidnapped an
entire human colony from the Sectors to use as
subjects in twisted experiments…the Badari and the
humans made common cause, rebelled and escaped
the labs. Now they live side by side in a sanctuary
valley protected by a powerful Artificial Intelligence,
and wage unceasing war on the aliens. Some
overarching issues do remain unresolved in each
book since this is an ongoing series but romance
always wins the day in my novels! BADARI
WARRIORS Timeline: AYDARR MATEER TIMTUR (IN
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THE STARS ROMANCE) JADRIAN DARIK GABE
KIERCE CAMRON BADARI WARRIOR’S BABY:
MEGAN AND MATEER REEDE DAEGAN LANDON
HONEYMOON FOR THE ALPHA IVOKK JAMOKAN
Are you into ALPHA hot alien warriors, sci-fi alien
romance, strong women, intense action, and A LOT of
steam? Then hold on tight. You’re in for a real treat.
This boxset has it all...including happily ever afters!
This is the complete collection of all books in the
Galaxy Alien Warriors series. The stories stand on
their own. Get lost in the love, trials, action, and
adventure of these brave protective alien warriors
and their strong women. (Contains the books: Craze,
Dekkir, Sekkol, Raevu)
She’s trained for everything up to and including alien
invasion. One problem. No one told her aliens would
be so damn sexy. It’s simple. When her base is
attacked by aliens, Cat has to fight. Whenever and
however possible. But the alien leader, Tarrick, has
her in his sights and she has one choice. Come to his
bed or things go badly for her friends. Determined to
resist, it’s hard to remember what she’s fighting
against when her alien captor is built like a god and
his touch sets her body on fire. She only has to fool
him for a while, just long enough to get the
information they need to escape. Long enough to find
out her alien captor isn’t the monster she thought...
But when the time comes, will she want to leave? He
needs a female, or they all die. His species is dying.
Not today, maybe not tomorrow, but with no females,
their days are numbered. Finding a base full of
females is a bounty Tarrick can't ignore. Nor can he
ignore the delicate little female who stirs his blood
yet dares to defy him at every step. Then a dangerous
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rival challenges his claim on Terran space and all it’s
females. He can’t afford to lose control, or his clan is
doomed. When his treasured female is taken, he'll do
anything to rescue her. Including starting an
intergalactic war…
Raelyn Cantorini, senior stewardess on the
interstellar cruise ship Nebula Zephyr thinks the
alien artifact she bought on the last planet the ship
visited was just a pretty glass orb…until her pet Eyn
knocked the ornament off a table, shattering it and
sending her into an infinitely repeating time loop.
Stuck reliving the same day over and over, Raelyn has
only hours to try to save the ship and everyone on
board from dying in a terrible catastrophe. As she
tries to solve the mystery of what happens to the ship
right before midnight each time the day repeats,
Raelyn meets Kev Stevens, the former Special Forces
soldier turned actor and finds herself falling in love
with him. Each time the day repeats, she learns more
about him while he has no memory of her. Can she
persuade him they’ve met before? Will he trust her
enough to help stop the Nebula Zephyr’s destruction?
And if they do save the ship, will that reset time for
Raelyn? This is a lightly edited rerelease of my
novella in the Pets in Space 6 anthology. No new
material has been added.
Myth, Memory, and the Legacy of Vietnam
An Alien / SCi-Fi Romance
Heiress of the Nile
A Journey into the World Within
(The Gods of Egypt)
The Spitting Image
Alien Healer's BabyWarriors of the Lathar, #4
Tiffany Noboru has just awakened from her death, only to discover
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she has been drafted into the Gargoyle Ghost Hunter Corps. Soon
she is fighting jealous rivalries within her own ranks, struggling to
unravel the mystery of her recent death, and trying to avoid being
killed a second time by a maniacal ghost named Bones who is
seeking the destruction of the gargoyle world. In this full-length
novel, appropriate for teens and young adults, a new twist on the
role of gargoyles is imaginatively brought to life in spellbinding
fashion. Woven into the pages are twenty original works of art by
Miimork, which breathe life into this ghostly tale.
An unusual bequest…. Juli Shaeffer, the Nebula Zephyr’s cruise
director, receives a mysterious bequest from the estate of a longtime
passenger – a lump of rock taken from a reef on the planet
Tahumaroa. Legend states anyone who steals from the ocean gods
will be cursed. The passenger’s will requests the rock be returned
to the beach so his heirs won’t be affected by the bad luck he
believed he’d incurred. Juli doesn’t believe in superstitions and she
agrees to carry out this small favor on the ship’s next stop at the
planet in question. Until the rock disappears from her office… When
the rock disappears and reappears in various locations around the
ship, and seems connected to a steadily escalating series of
mishaps, Juli turns to Third Officer Steve Aureli as the only one she
feels she can trust. Along with Steve and his elderly Aunt Dian – a
passenger aboard the Nebula Zephyr for this cruise - she
investigates the strange series of malfunctions plaguing the
interstellar luxury liner. Steve and Juli enlist his Aunt Dian’s dog,
Charrli, a retired Sectors Z Corps canine, to help them track the
missing rock as it moves about the ship. Juli and Steve must find the
rock, hang onto it and transport it to the planet’s surface, before
the alien idol’s curse turns deadly. The attraction between the two
of them grows as the threat to Juli becomes more and more focused.
Can she carry out her task while he keeps her safe from the alien
curse? Will the capricious alien idol bring them good fortune…or
disaster? This is a re-release of the 42,000+ word novel I included
in the Pets in Space® 4 anthology, which is no longer available. No
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revisions or additions have been made to the original novel for this
re-release. I have also now included a 4,000 word prequel story
Butterfly Hair, in which the diva Azlaya arrives on board the
Nebula Zephyr. This short story was a free reader magnet available
only in the time before the anthology was originally published.
1550 BCE Forced by a vengeful Pharaoh to flee for her life and
hide in the poorest section of Thebes, Lady Pebatma has scraped
and struggled to support her ailing mother and young brother for
the past two years. Now, out of funds with the rent to pay and no
possessions left to sell, she begs the goddess Hathor for help. With a
new pharaoh taking the throne, surely something can be done… A
powerful general in command of the army and best friend to
Pharaoh, Marnamaret has everything a nobleman in Egypt could
desire…except for true love. He refuses to settle for less. On a whim,
he prays to Hathor to send him the woman of his dreams. Will the
goddess answer these heartfelt petitions? And if she does, will Shai
the god of Fate allow the course of two lives to be changed by love?
For none can deny Fate…. Author’s Note: This is a connected
series. Heiress of the Nile can be read as a standalone. Although
it’s my newest novel, the story falls between Priestess and Warrior
timewise and is set in the early days of this Pharaoh’s reign. GODS
OF EGYPT SUGGESTED READING ORDER: Priestess of the Nile
Heiress of the Nile Warrior of the Nile Dancer of the Nile Magic of
the Nile Ghost of the Nile Healer of the Nile Lady of the Nile Song
of the Nile Return of Dancer of the Nile
Olodian Alien Warrior Romance
The Forgotten Alien Warriors: Books 1-6
Ivokk: A Badari Warriors SciFi Romance Novel
Girlgoyle
Alien Warriors of the Lathar
Star Cruise Time Loop

Katrin Rodgerr, ex-Space Navy, was
perfectly happy as Third Officer on a
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tramp freighter in the Outer Sectors,
until the day she and everyone on board
the ship were kidnapped by alien
scientists to become subjects of gruesome
experiments. Far away from home or help,
Katrin does her best to bolster the other
prisoners’ morale and look for a way to
escape. Until one day she’s chosen for an
experiment of another sort – given to a
pack of alien supersoldiers as a
prospective breeder. Tratus, senior
enforcer of the Tzibir pack, never
expected to find his mate, much less to
meet her among the human prison population
of the labs. But there she is and there’s
no denying the instincts. Despite his
Alpha’s objections, Tratus manages to
convince the alien scientists to give
Katrin to him and he vows to protect her.
Deeply unhappy with the way his leader
runs the pack as he disobeys all their
goddess’s commandments and refuses to ally
with other Badari packs to fight the
scientists who created them, Tratus plots
a revolt. Despite herself Katrin is drawn
to the giant humanoid warrior with alien
predator DNA who treats her so
respectfully. His scales and other
differences from human males only make him
more attractive in his own way. But the
Alpha distrusts her and Tratus, and time
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is running out for them both… Can Tratus
defeat the Alpha leading his pack to
inevitable doom? Can he and Katrin survive
the consequences and find their way to
claiming each other as true mates or must
he let her go? Author’s Note: Mature
situations. One scene of attempted
assault. This is the seventeenth book in
the Badari Warriors world (the fourteenth
in the numbered main series) and each
novel or novella has a satisfying Happy
for Now ending for the hero and heroine,
not a cliffhanger. Genetically engineered
soldiers of the far future, the Badari
were created by alien enemies to fight
humans. The Tzibir are an offshoot of the
Badari, but with reptilian DNA. The
scientists kidnapped an entire human
colony from the Sectors to use as subjects
in twisted experiments…two Badari packs
and the humans made common cause, rebelled
and escaped the labs. Now they live side
by side in a sanctuary valley protected by
a powerful Artificial Intelligence, and
wage unceasing war on the aliens, although
the Tzibir Alpha refused to join the war
and they have no communication with the
other Badari. The Tzibir live in the
desert area of the planet. Some old Badari
friends reappear in the course of this
novel, which does advance the series arc.
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Some overarching issues do remain
unresolved in each book since this is an
ongoing series but romance always wins the
day in my novels! BADARI WARRIORS
Timeline: AYDARR MATEER TIMTUR (IN THE
STARS ROMANCE) JADRIAN DARIK GABE KIERCE
CAMRON BADARI WARRIOR’S BABY: MEGAN AND
MATEER REEDE DAEGAN LANDON HONEYMOON FOR
THE ALPHA IVOKK JAMOKAN HOLIDAY FOR THE
ALPHA TRATUS
Genetically engineered soldiers of the far
future, the Badari were created by alien
enemies to fight humans. But then the
scientists kidnapped an entire human
colony to use as subjects in twisted
experiments…the Badari and the humans made
common cause, rebelled and escaped the
labs. Now they live side by side in a
sanctuary valley protected by a powerful
Artificial Intelligence, and wage
unceasing war on the aliens. The luckiest
Badari find their mates among the humans.
Far from her home in the human Sectors
after the mass kidnapping, teacher Lily
Garrison is making a niche for herself in
the valley by running a school for the
Badari young. Although she yearns for
Timtur, the pack’s healer, another Badari
male has his eye on her and won’t take no
for an answer. Timtur feels the weight and
responsibility of being the pack’s only
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healer, constantly on call as the soldiers
fight ferocious battles against the alien
scientists and their troops. With scarcely
a moment to himself, he’s drawn to the
gentle Lily but worries he won’t be able
to juggle his duties, his loyalty to the
pack and a relationship with a human
woman. When Lily’s stalker takes direct
action to kidnap her and steal her from
the safety of the valley, she’s forced to
reach deep inside to find the strength to
battle for her life. Timtur realizes too
late how foolish he’s been to resist the
bond with his fated mate and leads the
rescue effort. Before this situation can
be resolved both will have to put their
lives on the line and decide what really
matters in a dangerous world ruled by the
enemy. Although this is the fifth book
released in the Badari Warriors scifi
romance series, the story of Timtur and
Lily is a standalone and actually comes
immediately after book two’s events.
Always a satisfying Happy for Now ending
for the hero and heroine, not a
cliffhanger. Some overarching issues do
remain unresolved in each book since this
is an ongoing series but romance always
wins the day in my novels! Badari Warriors
Novels Timeline: AYDARR MATEER TIMTUR
JADRIAN DARIK
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One of the benefits of social media is
getting to meet the parents of special
needs children and adults. I have grown to
know and truly admire these brave people.
Our solitary journeys have taken many
different roads, yet we've all connected
on sites like Facebook, Twitter, and other
forums. The support we give each other is
a lifeline-an opportunity to not only
share the joys our sons and daughters
bring into our lives, but also the chance
to rant about the frequent injustices we
meet head on. I am honoured to have 'met'
so many fantastic Warrior Mums from around
the world, so honoured that I decided to
feature some of their stories in a blog
series, which I have now reproduced in
this book. These mums will inspire you,
just like they have me, these brave women
who share their stories from childhood to
motherhood and reveal far more than they
normally would, in the hope their stories
will help others.
1550BCE Nima, formerly a tavern dancer in
the land of the Nile, has settled into the
leisurely life of her dreams as the
pampered, beloved wife to a high ranking
general who’s also a member of Pharaoh’s
court. She’s sworn never to dance for
anyone else but Kamin, the man she loves.
All is fine until one day news arrives
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that her husband has been killed in a
chariot accident while on a trip to a
remote city on Pharaoh’s behalf. But as a
reward for their previous service to Egypt
against a dangerous enemy, the gods had
promised Nima and Kamin they’d die at the
same moment…so if she still lives, so must
he. Why is the ruler of the city lying to
Pharaoh about Kamin’s death? What is the
woman covering up? And where is Kamin?
Time for Nima the elegant lady to vanish
from Thebes and Nima the skilled dancer to
make her way in disguise to the far
distant province and fight for Kamin’s
life. She’ll have to deal with angry gods,
black magic, an enemy prince and a deadly
ghost along the way. Nima is the only one
who can rescue her beloved from the dark
fate planned for him by Egypt’s enemies…
NOTE: Most of the books are standalone
stories revolving around the court of my
fictional Pharaoh. Return of the Dancer of
the Nile can be read without massive
spoilers for Dancer of the Nile, however,
here’s the suggested reading order for the
Gods of Egypt series, based on the general
flow over time in my Pharaoh’s reign::
Priestess of the Nile Warrior of the Nile
Dancer of the Nile Magic of the Nile
(which is the direct sequel to Priestess)
Ghost of the Nile Healer of the Nile Lady
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of the Nile Song of the Nile (which is the
direct sequel to Lady) Return of the
Dancer of the Nile (direct sequel to
Dancer)
Adored by the Alien Assassin
Abducted by the Alien Warrior
Redeemed By Rilic: Olodian Alien Warrior
Romance #4
Alien Warrior's Second Chance
Timtur: The Teacher's Alien Healer (Badari
Warriors): In the Stars Romance
Rescued By Tordin
**This is a boxed set of the first four Warriors of
the Lathar books. If you own these titles
individually, DO NOT purchase this book.**Earth
girls might be popular...but they're definitely not
easy.Alien Lord's Captive - Sergeant Cat Moore
has a big problem. Namely a big, sexy alien lord
she's give a bad case of the mating
marks...Claiming her Alien Warrior - In a race
against the clock, Major Jane Allen must betray
Karryl's trust to achieve her mission... But
fooling an alien warrior comes with a
price.Pregnant by the Alien Healer - Jess is
pregnant without nookie. Worse, there's a bunch
of fanatics loose in the palace trying to kill her
and her baby... Not. Happening.Alien Healer's
Baby - Laarn's about to become a daddy. The
first female child born for a generation. He's
studied childbirth, he's confident that he has
everything planned. Unfortunately, as any human
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woman could tell him, having a baby doesn't
always go to plan...
How the startling image of an anti-war protested
spitting on a uniformed veteran misrepresented
the narrative of Vietnam War political debate
One of the most resilient images of the Vietnam
era is that of the anti-war protester — often a
woman — spitting on the uniformed veteran just
off the plane. The lingering potency of this icon
was evident during the Gulf War, when war
supporters invoked it to discredit their
opposition. In this startling book, Jerry Lembcke
demonstrates that not a single incident of this
sort has been convincingly documented. Rather,
the anti-war Left saw in veterans a natural ally,
and the relationship between anti-war forces and
most veterans was defined by mutual support.
Indeed one soldier wrote angrily to Vice
President Spiro Agnew that the only Americans
who seemed concerned about the soldier's
welfare were the anti-war activists. While the
veterans were sometimes made to feel
uncomfortable about their service, this sense of
unease was, Lembcke argues, more often rooted
in the political practices of the Right. Tracing a
range of conflicts in the twentieth century, the
book illustrates how regimes engaged in
unpopular conflicts often vilify their domestic
opponents for "stabbing the boys in the back."
Concluding with an account of the powerful role
played by Hollywood in cementing the myth of
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the betrayed veteran through such films as
Coming Home, Taxi Driver, and Rambo, Jerry
Lembcke's book stands as one of the most
important, original, and controversial works of
cultural history in recent years.
Badari Alpha Jamokan and his pack are growing
discontented in the sanctuary valley, tired of
coming in second place to the pushy new South
Seas pack when it comes to assignments and
everything else. On top of the discord within his
pack, Jamokan is distracted by the search for the
right woman to be a proper Alpha’s mate to
partner with him in combat and in everyday life.
Even the Badari goddess is warning him in
visions he and his pack are on the wrong path for
a happy future. In desperation, he receives
permission to take his entire pack north to the
mountains for a two week hunting expedition,
where he hopes to use the time and rugged
surroundings to settle the soldiers down and
restore order and discipline. And figure out his
own future. When his men unexpectedly locate a
hidden Khagrish lab, he goes to investigate and
see if there are humans to be rescued. Little does
he suspect he’ll be called upon to break one of
the highest commandments of the Badari packs
and bring a new disaster to those who look to
him for leadership. Before she became a
Khagrish prisoner, Rosemari Parcher was a
hydroponics technician on a gritty colony world,
who unexpectedly won a planetwide contest.
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Tapped to receive her heart’s desire and move to
a totally different life in the luxurious Inner
Sectors, her life had become a happy dream.
Kidnapped in space by enemy aliens and given to
the Khagrish, she and other humans are the
unwilling subjects of a bizarre medical
experiment where a quick death seems to be her
only hope. Rescued by Jamokan and his pack, she
finds herself deeply attracted to the Alpha but
the devious Khagrish aren’t through with
Rosemari or the experiment. This is the fifteenth
book in the Badari Warriors world (and the
thirteenth book in the numbered series) and each
novel or novella has a satisfying Happy for Now
ending for the hero and heroine, not a
cliffhanger. Genetically engineered soldiers of
the far future, the Badari were created by alien
enemies to fight humans. But then the scientists
kidnapped an entire human colony from the
Sectors to use as subjects in twisted
experiments…the Badari and the humans made
common cause, rebelled and escaped the labs.
Now they live side by side in a sanctuary valley
protected by a powerful Artificial Intelligence,
and wage unceasing war on the aliens. Some
overarching issues do remain unresolved in each
book since this is an ongoing series but romance
always wins the day in my novels! BADARI
WARRIORS Timeline: AYDARR MATEER
TIMTUR (IN THE STARS ROMANCE) JADRIAN
DARIK GABE KIERCE CAMRON BADARI
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WARRIOR’S BABY: MEGAN AND MATEER
REEDE DAEGAN LANDON HONEYMOON FOR
THE ALPHA IVOKK JAMOKAN
Proud enforcer of the Badari South Seas pack,
Ivokk undertakes a secret mission back to their
former home, in search of a cure for a mysterious
illness affecting his soldiers, now in exile in the
north. He’s ready to make any sacrifice to find
the answer and help his pack brothers stay
strong. He’s even willing to accept responsibility
for the human woman assigned to the mission,
although she’s a headstrong civilian, difficult and
rumored to dislike his kind. Sandara DiFerria
was once a three star chef in the Sectors, but
that was before the alien enemy kidnapped the
entire adult population of her colony to use for
experimentation. Rescued from the labs by the
Badari, she does her part to support the rebellion
now by running the vast commissary operation in
Sanctuary Valley. All she asks is to be left alone
until she can get back to the Sectors and pick up
her old life again. Her one previous romantic
brush with a Badari soldier turned out badly,
ending in public humiliation. Add to that posttraumatic stress from her life before moving to
the colony and she’s the last person to pick for a
top secret mission. Or so she believes. The Alpha
running the pack disagrees and sends her to do
the job under Ivokk’s watchful eye. Thrown
together by the nature of the task they must
undertake, the undeniable attraction they both
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feel grows. Will the dark secrets of Sandara’s
hidden past create an insurmountable barrier
between them? Can Ivokk and the tempestuous
human chef find the answer to the Badari illness
in time? Or will the elements and the enemy
bring disaster? This is the fourteenth book in the
Badari Warriors world (and the twelfth book in
the numbered series) and each novel or novella
has a satisfying Happy for Now ending for the
hero and heroine, not a cliffhanger. Genetically
engineered soldiers of the far future, the Badari
were created by alien enemies to fight humans.
But then the scientists kidnapped an entire
human colony from the Sectors to use as subjects
in twisted experiments…the Badari and the
humans made common cause, rebelled and
escaped the labs. Now they live side by side in a
sanctuary valley protected by a powerful
Artificial Intelligence, and wage unceasing war
on the aliens. Some overarching issues do remain
unresolved in each book since this is an ongoing
series but romance always wins the day in my
novels! BADARI WARRIORS Timeline: AYDARR
MATEER TIMTUR (IN THE STARS ROMANCE)
JADRIAN DARIK GABE KIERCE CAMRON
BADARI WARRIOR’S BABY: MEGAN AND
MATEER REEDE DAEGAN LANDON
HONEYMOON FOR THE ALPHA IVOKK
Colony Under Siege: Interstellar Plague
(Gods of Egypt)
Warrior of the Nile
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Alien Lord's Captive
Star Cruise Idol's Curse
Warriors of the Lathar, #4
Being rescued by aliens doesn’t mean she’s going to
marry one… not unless he’s hot. Asking would help too.
The problem is the only alien warrior Gracie is interested
in hasn’t asked. Seren K’Vass is the epitome of the
strong, silent type. Emotionally avoidant with a bad boy
vibe, if he was human, she’d climb him like a tree. Hell,
she’d climb him like a tree anyway. But the lathar don’t
do casual… anything. Then a warrior from another clan
tries to claim her and all bets are off. Whisking her away
to his homeworld, she discovers Mr. Doesn’t Talk about
Feelings has been keeping secrets. Ones that might get
them all killed… She’s his, but with tainted blood, how can
he claim her? From a family the lathar would rather
forget, Seren long ago resigned himself to being the last
of his line. But fate has other ideas, putting a beautiful
human female in his path. Gracie is everything he never
knew he wanted in a mate. But how can he ask her to
take on a mate with cursed blood? When a B’Kaar
warrior tries to claim what’s his, long-suppressed
instincts flare to life. He’ll take Gracie home, keep her
safe and persuade her that he’s the only male she’ll
ever need. But fate, and an ancient and malfunctioning
orbital weapon, never makes things easy. They must
face their inner demons and find a path to each other… or
die in the attempt. Keywords: alien mate romance, alien
romance, space books for adults, sci fi, sci fi books, sci fi
romance, sci fi adventure, sci fi series, alien mate
romance, alien mate series, alien sentinel, alpha male,
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bad boy alpha romance
Rennyr was a genetically engineered senior soldier in his
Badari Warrior pack until one day he woke up on a
strange planet naked, disoriented and about to be sold
into the gladiator arena for the rest of his life.
Unscrupulous guards faked his death in the lab where he
was created and sold him into slavery in the galaxy’s
hinterlands. Kill or be killed is the rule in his new life and
a Badari never gives up. He’ll fight to stay alive until the
Badari goddess sees fit to decree his death and release
him from the wretched existence. Jaine Mitchel of the
Sectors was on her way to an exciting research
internship until pirates seized the spaceship on which
she was a passenger and took her to feature in a
gladiator ‘death match’ in the galactic hinterlands. She
has no hope of surviving in the arena until a man she
only glimpsed in passing breaks out of his cell and saves
her life, declaring her to be his fated mate. Given to
Rennyr as his reward for winning the death match, Jaine
must share a cell and a bed with the handsome, not
human, gladiator and together they have to find a way to
survive in this merciless world of violence and death.
Their mutual attraction is off the charts. Falling in love is
the easy part, finding a way to escape or even to remain
together is the challenge. At any time their mutual owner
could decide thumbs up or thumbs down on one or both
of them, or sell them separately. Their only hope is a
mysterious gladiator master from offworld who may be
coming to buy Rennyr. Will he take Jaine as well? Could
Rennyr win freedom for them both if he does well
enough in the arena? Badari Warriors claim their mates
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for life and Rennyr has no intention of losing Jaine…
RENNYR is an 80K word novel and can be read as a
standalone. KYDEN is the first book in the series.
Warrior Zorras always takes what he wants—and he
wants her. When Karla flees Earth for the safety of
planet New Vaxx, the last thing she expects is for one of
the huge aliens to show an interest in her. Yet the sexy
Vaxxlian warrior named Zorras keeps coming around,
and he even threatens to kidnap her. Good thing she’s a
fast runner. She tries to convince Zorras he’s wasting his
time—she’s too old to have his children—but this news
doesn’t deter him in the least. He insists she’s the
loveliest female he’s ever seen and claims he
recognizes her as his one true mate. But even if he’s
telling the truth, Karla is nervous about mating with a
Vaxxlian. Her first marriage wasn’t a happy one and she
never planned to marry again—let alone enter an
everlasting mating bond with a bossy, Vaxxlian warrior.
She’ll just ignore the handsome alien and hope he goes
away. Yep, that’ll work. Or will it? After losing his first
mate during the war, Zorras longs for a second chance.
The lonely widower doesn’t care that Karla can’t have
offspring—he only wants her. He’s convinced they’re
soulmates, and he keeps trying to make her visit
Vaxxlian Matchmakers so the psychics can verify what
he already knows. Surely if one of the psychic
matchmakers tells Karla that Zorras is her one true mate,
she’ll agree to become his wife. But the pretty human is
frustratingly strong-willed and refuses to do as he says.
Maybe he’ll follow through with his threat to kidnap her,
after all. What could possibly go wrong?
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Who wants to be rescued by a hot Alien Warrior Lord
Super hero? Curvy, intelligent and determined Kyra must
find a way to escape a failing space station after a
collision with space junk. She needs a miracle. Rescued
off the failing space station by 'foreign' astronauts, she
discovers that not only are Aliens real, but they're also
the inspiration for our Superheroes. Add a dash of
gorgeous Warrior Lord of the Star Ship Fleet that
rescued her and she's destined to find love in the stars.
Pregnant by the Alien Healer
Books 1-3
Kyden
Alien Healer's Baby
Reede's Mission to the Sectors

Mina is a fair bit smarter than the
other acolytes in the sacred temple,
but her research and prophetic dreams
are regularly ignored by the acolytes
who have won the regular favor of the
High Vessel, Arava. Mina is a halfling,
after all, not a full-blood Sepiana.
She’s voluptuous and comely, thus not
the austere sort of woman the
priestesshood takes seriously. Mina is
tolerated at best. Fortunately, she
takes the star alignments and gory
images in her dreams seriously enough
to heed the warning of the ancestors
she knows have been contacting her. Ren
is a sober-minded warrior involved in
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the invasion of the Sepiana planetoid.
Having risen high in the ranks after
tournament victories that caught the
eye of the revered warrior Tershe,
believed to be the voice of the warriorgod RaShu, Ren has been taught to
believe that the Sepi acolytes are
property of RaShu, according to their
mythology. The RaShuna warrior ship
lands on Sepiana to invade, just as
Mina’s visions forewarned her, though
her words fell on deaf ears. Ren
realizes that Tershe planned on killing
the majority of the Sepi acolytes, so
Tershe could claim one that his own
visions advised him will hold great,
budding power. Ren makes an executive
decision to rescue the most important
daughter of the Stelshar, the ancients
of the Sepiana people. After aiding a
good portion of the priestesses and
acolytes to hide in the lower,
abandoned tunnels of Sepiana, Ren takes
Mina and her psychic temple cat on an
out-of-service shuttle through the
tunnels. What follows is a high-octane
game of cat-and-mouse that forces the
pair to disguise themselves and hide as
they find a course to meet with the
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Intergalactic Council, who are the only
ones that can grant them sanctuary from
the warrior class of the RaShuna.
There's a sacred and hidden path inside
each one of us, a path of mysteries and
amazing manifestations, where nothing
is impossible, not even our wildest
spiritual creations. This is the realm
of impossibilities, where imagination
is carried away by a spiritual insight,
which is here referred as the phoenix.
The allegory inside this book takes us
to a subconscious realm, that can lead
us to the most uplifting and unknown
side of ourselves, but also to other
realities as well, namely, the ones
that are parallel to ours, and also
other dimensions and galaxies. It is
with this allegory of the phoenix that
we understand the role of the dragons
and serpents of our planet, and how
they interfere in the Tao of our
existence. As a dance of forces,
vibrations of different natures, these
symbols and concepts take us to the
deepest truth within, of who we are and
how far can we go. This is a book about
the adventures of our soul, the journey
within that so many Shamans live to
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explore. It's also about a path that
all spiritualists and gurus have
experienced, a path that some have
called nirvana, enlightenment or
awaking, but few have ever had the
ability to fully describe in a way that
can be perceived by the common mortal.
The Native Americans have often told us
about the spirit of the eagle that
keeps guard over the spiritual world.
This eagle, or big bird, is
representative of another living force,
which is the phoenix, the bird of fire.
This is why many mystics of ancient
times believed that only fire could
take souls to another world. The fire
purifies the body, but the most potent
fire comes from within, as an energy
that we burn with our conscious
awareness. This is the fire that
Buddhists, Taoists and Hindus persist
in awakening from within, commonly
using disciplines created specifically
for this purpose, such as yoga, chikung
and meditation. This fire represents
the power of our own spirituality,
which most people are unaware to
possess. As mortals and genetically
manipulated slaves of a few alien
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species, we've lost the physical
capability to ignite it. But the
phoenix can help us reach it, through
the spiritual nature that is within
each one of us. The one who can ride
the phoenix, can travel very far, to
amazing lands. And these are the ones
that often come back, when they choose
to, as our prophets and religious
leaders. This book describes their
journey to Valhalla, Heaven, Paradise,
or more simply, the Laboratory of God.
Can a marriage of convenience lead to
something more? After escaping war-torn
Earth, Skylar seeks refuge on planet
New Vaxx, where she’s expected to take
a Vaxxlian warrior as a husband. Eager
for a fresh start, she longs to settle
down with one of the huge, protective
aliens. But when Vaxxlian Matchmakers
informs her that her one true soulmate
has perished, she’s heartbroken, even
though she never actually met the male.
When she’s matched to a widowed
Vaxxlian instead—as a marriage of
convenience—she worries she’ll never
find happiness with the gruff,
controlling warrior named Tahrin. She
can’t help but think she should’ve
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never visited Vaxxlian Matchmakers in
the first place. What if she’s made a
terrible mistake?
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